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Once we’ve written the half-rxns we need to balance the 

atoms & electrons for each half-rxn.  

Watch the video on Balancing Half-Reactions and then 

work through the examples and practice problems below. 

Understand that most reactions occur in water. Therefore, 

H2O molecules can take part in the reaction. In acidic 

medium we also have H+ ions. 
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We’ll work in acidic medium when balancing all half 

rxns.  This works for basic medium as well – we just 

need an extra step at the end of the entire process. 

 

Balancing Half-Reactions 
 

After you have written the half-reactions, the rest of the process is more straightforward (with a few 

exceptions).  The steps are: 
 

 

Balance each half-reactions for: 

   - atoms of interest. 

   - Oxygen (O) atoms by adding H2O. 

   - Hydrogen (H) atoms by adding H+ ions. 

   - electrons (charge) by adding electrons. 

 

Remember, with Redox we must 

balance both the atoms and the 

electrons (charge)! 

 
 

Example 
 

Given the following equation, write the balanced half rxns.     
 

     Al   +    Cu2+   →   Al3+   +   Cu 

Answer: For simple redox rxns we don’t have any O or H atoms 

to balance.  So we just add e- to balance the charge.   

 

  Al0  → Al3+  +  3e-  

                       

  2e-  +  Cu2+  →  Cu0 

Note, we we still need to make the e- in each half rxn match (they 

don’t right now).  We’ll  balance the overall charge for the entire 

reaction in the next guide.  

 
Balance each half-reactions for: 
 

- atoms of interest. 

- add H2O to Balance O atoms. 

- add H+ ions to balance H atoms. 

- add electrons to balance charge 

             Key Idea 
 

Half-reactions don’t happen 

separately. The are two parts 

of the same chemical 

reaction. 

 

Watch the video for 

balancing the entire 

redox reaction.   

 

http://www.youtube.com/wbreslyn
https://youtu.be/OjyWojoan3A
https://youtu.be/OjyWojoan3A
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZR1BGWBaZ1zRyFkJBAQo3kV1S5G2lohA
https://youtu.be/KzmKLbz_W1U
https://breslyn.org/
https://youtu.be/OjyWojoan3A
https://youtu.be/KzmKLbz_W1U
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZR1BGWBaZ1zRyFkJBAQo3kV1S5G2lohA


 

 

Practice #1      Scroll so the answer is hidden! 

Given the following equation, write the balanced half rxns.     
 

 

           Cu   +    Ag+   →   Cu2+   +   Ag 

Answer:    
 

Cu0  → Cu2+ + 2e-     (Cu lost two e- and is oxidized.) 
 

e- + Ag+ → Ag0        (Ag+ gained an e- and is reduced.) 

 

  
Balance each half-reactions for: 
 

- atoms of interest. 

- add H2O to Balance O atoms. 

- add H+ ions to balance H atoms. 

- add electrons to balance charge 

 
Loss of e- is oxidation. 
 

Gain of e- is reduction. 

 

 

Practice #2 

Given the following equation, write the balanced half rxns. Label 

each half-rxn as oxidation or reduction.     
 

 

              Fe3+  +    Cu   →   Cu2+   +   Fe2+ 

Answer: 
 

Fe3+ +  e-  →  Fe2+    (Fe3+ gained an e- and is reduced.) 
 

Cu0 → Cu2+ + 2e-    (Cu lost two e- and is oxidized.) 

 

Balance each half-reactions for: 
 

- atoms of interest. 

- add H2O to Balance O atoms. 

- add H+ ions to balance H atoms. 

- add electrons to balance charge 

 LEO the Lion 

goes GER 

Loses Electrons Oxidation 
 

 

Gain Electrons Reduction 

More Practice 

 Write the half rxns showing the e- lost or gained, then label each half rxn as oxidation or reduction. 

 

1. Zn  +  Al3+  →  Zn2+  +  Al  

2. Ag+   +   Ni  →  Ag  +  Ni2+   

3. Pb  +  Mg2+  →  Pb2+  +  Mg 

 

        

       4.  Au3+ + Pb →  Au  + Pb3+ 

       5.  Ag  +  Al3+  →  Ag2+  +  Al 

Answers (below) 

 

1.  Zn  →   Zn2+ +  2e-      (oxidation) 

     3e-  + Al3+  →   Al       (reduction) 

2   1e- + Ag+   →  Ag       (reduction) 

     Ni  →  Ni2+  +  2e-          (oxidation) 

3.  Mg2+  + 2e-  →  Mg     (reduction) 

     Pb  →  Pb2+   +   2e-         (oxidation) 

 

4.  3e-  +  Au3+ →  Au     (reduction) 

     Pb  →  Pb2+  +  2e-      (oxidation) 

 

 5.  3e-  +  Al3+  →  Al        (reduction) 

    Ag  →  Ag+  +  le-        (oxidation) 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/wbreslyn
https://youtu.be/7_aWZwM2W2I


 

Half-Reactions Involving the H and O 

This is complicated at first but quickly becomes easier.  It’s almost always the same set of steps.  But be 

careful, small mistakes can cause big problems later. Check your work at the end of this step! 

 

Example #1:   Balance the half-rxns.  

 

MnO4
-  →  Mn2+     

 

  I-  →  I2   

Answer:   

1.  Balance the Iodine (I) atoms.  

The Mn atoms are already 

balanced. 

 

2. Add H2O to balance the  

    O atoms.  
 

 
3. Balance the H atoms  

    by adding H+. 
 

 

4. Add e- to balance 

charge. Note the total 

charge on each side 

must match. 

Check your work.  The number of atoms and overall charge for 

each half-rxn should be the same on both sides. 

 

                 Watch the video solution. 

 

 

Steps 
 

Balance each half-reaction for: 
 

1.  atoms of interest. 
 

2.  add H2O to Balance O atoms. 
 

3.  add H+ ions to balance H atoms. 
 

4.  add electrons to balance charge 

 

Don’t worry about charge 

when balancing atoms. 

 

We can add H2O because the 

rxn is taking place in water. 

 

We can add H+ because the 

rxn is in acidic medium. 

 

On the first half rxn we add 

5e- so the charge equals 2+ 

on each side (5e- and 8H+ 

and 1- = 2+). 

We add 2e- on to the second 

half-rxn so the charge on 

each side is 2- . 

http://www.youtube.com/wbreslyn
https://youtu.be/_q4X9lCfg24?si=65jCsV54m_ZSSaYc&t=55
https://youtu.be/_q4X9lCfg24?si=65jCsV54m_ZSSaYc&t=55


 

 

Practice #1:  Balance each half reaction. 

MnO4
-
  →   MnO2     

 

SO3
2-  →  SO4

2-         
 
 
 

Answer  (below)  

1.  Mn and S atoms are already 

balanced. 

 

 

2. Add H2O to  

   balance the O  

   atoms.  
 

3. Balance the H atoms  

    by adding H+. 
 

 4. Add e- to 

balance charge.  

 

 Watch the video solution. 

 

 

Steps 
 

Balance each half-reaction for: 
 

1.  atoms of interest. 
 

2.  add H2O to Balance O atoms. 
 

3.  add H+ ions to balance H atoms. 
 

4.  add electrons to balance charge 

For each half-rxn ask: 

Do the main atoms balance? 

 
 

 

 

Do the O atoms balance? 

 

 

 
Do the H atoms balance? 

 

 
 

Does the charge balance?  
 

 

Practice #2:  Balance each half reaction. 

Cr2O7 
2-  →  Cr 

3+     
 

Fe2+  →  Fe3+              
 
 
 

Answer   

1.  Balance the Cr atoms. The Fe 

atoms are already balanced. 

 

 

2. Add H2O to balance the 

O atoms.  
 

3. Balance the H atoms  

    by adding H+. 
 

 
 

Steps 
 

Balance each half-reaction for: 
 

1.  atoms of interest. 
 

2.  add H2O to Balance O atoms. 
 

3.  add H+ ions to balance H atoms. 
 

4.  add electrons to balance charge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/wbreslyn
https://youtu.be/_q4X9lCfg24?si=FDEpcec_VwjK1-Pi&t=56
https://youtu.be/_q4X9lCfg24?si=FDEpcec_VwjK1-Pi&t=56


 

 4. Add e- to 

balance charge.  

 

Check to make sure atoms and charge are balanced.   
 

Watch the full video solution. 

 
 

On the right we have 2Cr3+. That 

gives us a total charge of 6+. 
 

On the left we have 14H+ and 2- 

on the Cr2O7
2- ion.  We need to 

make that equal 6+.  Therefore we 

add 6e- (6e- and 14H+ and 2- is 

equal to 6+) 
 

More Practice: Balance the Half-Reactions and Check Your Work (answers below) 

Remember, we’ll make the electrons match and add the half-rxns together in the next guide. 

  

1.  MnO2  → Mn     
     Al →  Al2O3         

2.  H2O2 
 →  H2O     

     Fe2+ → Fe3+             

3.  MnO4
- → Mn2+       

     H2SO3 →  HSO4
-     

4. MnO4
- → Mn2+     

    SO2 →  HSO4-
        

5. Cr2O7
2− → Cr3+    

    SO2 →  SO4
2-

          

6.  BrO3
- → Br-     

     N2H4 →  N2        

 

7. Fe2O3 → Fe     
    CO → CO2        

8. Cr2O7
2− → Cr3+     

    C2O4
2- → CO2         

9. CH3OH → CH2O     

    Cr2O7
2- → Cr3+

            

10. C2H5OH → CO2    
      Cr2O7

2- → Cr3+
         

 

11. Cr2O7
2− → Cr3+     

      SO2 → SO4
2-

               

 

12. MnO4
- → Mn2+       

      C2H5OH → CH3COOH           

 

Answers (below) 

 

  

http://www.youtube.com/wbreslyn
https://youtu.be/LYpWFKHfwfo?si=_XQIEGGzshBlORCT&t=52
https://youtu.be/LYpWFKHfwfo?si=_XQIEGGzshBlORCT&t=52


 

  

1.   4e- +  4H+  + MnO2  → Mn + 2H2O 

     3H2O + Al →  Al2O3  +  6H+  +  6e- 

       Video Solution 

2.  H2O2 + 2H+ + 2e- → 2H2O 

     Fe2+ → Fe3+ + e- 

       Video Solution 

3.  MnO4
- + 8H+ + 5e- → Mn2+ + 4H2O 

     H2SO3 + H2O → HSO4
- + 3H+ + 2e- 

       Video Solution 

4. MnO4
- + 8H+ + 5e- → Mn2+ + 4H2O 

    SO2 + 2H2O → HSO4
- + 3H+ + 2e- 

       Video Solution 

5. Cr2O7
2- + 14H+ + 6e- → 2Cr3+ + 7H2O 

    SO2 + 2H2O → SO4
2- + 4H+ + 2e- 

       Video Solution 

6.  N2H4 → N2 + 4H+ + 4e 

     BrO3
- + 6H+ + 6e- → Br- + 3H2O 

       Video Solution 

 

 

7. Fe2O3 + 6H+ + 6e- → 2Fe + 3H2O 

    CO + H2O → CO2 + 2H+ + 2e- 

       Video Solution 

8.  Cr2O7
2- + 14H+ + 6e- → 2Cr3+ + 7H2O 

     C2O4
2- → 2CO2 + 2e- 

       Video Solution 

9. CH3OH → CH2O + 2H+ + 2e- 

     Cr2O7
2- + 14H+ + 6e- → 2Cr3+ + 7H2O 

       Video Solution 

10. C2H5OH + 3H2O → 2CO2 + 12H+ + 12e-  
 

      Cr2O7
2- + 14H+ + 6e- → 2Cr3+ + 7H2O 

       Video Solution 
 

11. Cr2O7
2- + 14H+ + 6e- → 2Cr3+ + 7H2O 

      SO2 + 2H2O → SO4
2- + 4H+ + 2e- 

        Video Solution 
 

 

12. C2H5OH + H2O → C2H4O2 + 4H+ + 4e- 

      MnO4
- + 8H+ + 5e- → Mn2+ + 4H2O 

       Video Solution 
 

 

In the next section we’ll get the electrons to be the same on each side and then add the half-rxns 

together.  From there we cancel out like terms, and we’re done.  But we should check our work 

to make sure atoms and charge balances.  

Redox Guides 

Introduction to Redox 

Finding Oxidation Numbers 

Writing Half Reactions 

Key Terms: Oxidized, Reduced, Oxidizing Agent, Reducing Agent 

Balancing Half Reactions  (this guide) 

Matching Electrons, Combining Half Reactions 

Balancing Redox in Basic Medium 

Practice, Practice, Practice 
  

 
 

www.Breslyn.org 

http://www.youtube.com/wbreslyn
https://youtu.be/JztDt4roAkg?si=kg1oNvoxbOACaVd3&t=54
https://youtu.be/NJQXLQwilr0?si=PelVWhDApeyp9Sth&t=56
https://youtu.be/JztDt4roAkg?si=O-eAGxvmIDXKG5ji&t=49
https://youtu.be/5q9HMcT4a1g?si=XA5kcSaP7csSQ2OC&t=47
https://youtu.be/WcOn5p7Ibjs?si=Qm3dsjzapZyldDne&t=44
https://youtu.be/5q9HMcT4a1g?si=293xAKi7qRybEcHt&t=51
https://youtu.be/9aOZ2K98AWA?si=CBydahaWE_UwMnMP&t=59
https://youtu.be/UkiKVpYpCEk?si=kfnDvNeR10APxk-F&t=73
https://youtu.be/OAM3nADdb-o?si=jOahxj2TCy-BYF2d&t=58
https://youtu.be/G1q2vetXV5I?si=k9R_o69XwJ7etUuo&t=49
https://youtu.be/WcOn5p7Ibjs?si=mGwGtFJaNFUJ3GIQ&t=44
https://youtu.be/6Wrh-Gj9Ins?si=Gvx2wUlJQbTHsTrn&t=68
1-Redox-Intro.pdf
https://www.breslyn.org/redox/2-Redox-Oxidation-Numbers.pdf
https://www.breslyn.org/redox/3-Redox-Writing-Half-Reactions.pdf
file:///C:/Users/wbres/Google%20Drive/YT%202017/!Memberships/PDFs/RedOx/4-Redox-Key-Terms.docx
https://www.breslyn.org/redox/6-Redox-Match-Combine-Simplify.pdf
https://www.breslyn.org/redox/7-Redox-Basic-Medium.pdf
https://www.breslyn.org/redox/8-Redox-Practice-Practice.pdf
http://www.breslyn.org/

